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National
Much has been written on the butch/femme dynamic and whether it is incompatible with Women’s Liberation. Indeed, much
has been written about “the Butch Identity” and “the Femme Identity,” including by Lesbians like Dirt and Bev Jo who are
extremely gender (transgender) critical. Bev Jo suggests that the “Butch Identity” is the “true woman identity” because it
does not cater to the Male Gaze, thus concluding that Butches are somehow more oppressed than Femmes (who,
presumably, are Femme because they want to cater to the Male Gaze).
There is a lack of recognition, it seems, among these transgender-critical activists that Butch and Femme are also gender.
And although you might arrive at a different conclusion about the relative harms or benefits of Butch and Femme as
“beauty” or “cultural” practices by Women than the conclusion you would reach about a grown man deciding he’s a lady
and trying to enter women-only space (I know I would), it seems somewhat dishonest to not acknowledge that Butch and
Femme are both part of the Big Ball of Crap We Call Gender.
There are at least two aspects to this debate one can explore. First, the actually personal. You are a Lesbian. You selfidentity as Butch (or Femme). You find “the Other” to be sexually attractive and you seek to partner with them.
That’s awesome.
Have a great time.
I am happy for you.
I am not interested in parsing your desire in this post. That is, this aspect of the debate is not the subject of this post.
You might want to do that, but your personal attractions are yours. Enjoy!
Secondly, and more importantly for this post, the Butch/Femme dynamic is a topic worth critical examination outside of
your personal desires.
That is, radical feminists have the obligation to examine what these concepts of Butch and Femme mean and represent in
our culture (just like we examine harmful beauty practices like wearing makeup, shaving, high heels, uncomfortable clothes,
etc.).
Like, we need to critique images like this:

This Image Ruined My Life.
As Feminists, we need to ask questions constantly, here are some discussion topics:
How the world perceives and treats you, and what that says about our society and who it values.
How the Butch and Femme identities are two sides of the same Gender coin that limit the full potential of who a Woman can
be.
How Butch and Femme are the same gender that we critique when we critique Transgender.
It’s not any different.
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If you think it’s different, how? On what basis? Because you know what “the natural state of Woman” is?
Do you have a time machine?
Can you take me for a ride?
The ever-quotable Ariel Levy says something in Female Chauvinist Pigs that I like to quote, a lot, because it fits in with a
lot of what we talk about when we talk about (Trans)Gender:
Americans gave up the idea-or tried to, or pretended to-that there are certain characteristics and qualities that
are essentially black and essentially white a long time ago. At the very least we can say that it would be
considered wildly offensive and thoroughly idiotic to articulate ideas like that now. Yet somehow we don’t think
twice about wanting to be ‘like a man’ or unlike a ‘girly-girl.’ As if those ideas even mean anything. Like which
man? Iggy Pop? Nathan Lane? Jesse Jackson? Jesse Helms? It is a staggeringly unsophisticated way to think
about being a human being, but smart people do it all the time.
Butch and Femme are not “special” or immune from criticism because Lesbians do it. Indeed, one might argue that
Butch/Femme paved the way for Transgender, with numerous formerly self-identified butches (Pat Califia, Leslie Feinberg)
having moved on to the Trans identity.

I used to be Butch. Now I am a man.
And the “oppression” that “Butches” experience is not more worthy, more important or more oppressed than the oppression
“Femmes” experience – it’s all rooted in misogyny, but instead of focusing on the Problem (i.e., Patriarchy, i.e., Men), some
Women in some Lesbian communities decide to make the Femme the enemy of the Butch.
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What garbage. What a zero-sum game.

DOES THIS WISTERIA MAKE ME SEEM MORE FEMININE?
This is identity politics.
Hey, Butches, did it ever occur to you that when you are discriminated against, it’s because you are ”visibly lesbian” based
on cultural stereotypes of what a “Woman” (i.e., heterosexual Woman) is supposed to look like? So it’s not actually Butch
Oppression from which you suffer – it’s misogyny. Did it ever occur to you that gender non-conforming straight Women
have similar issues? (Here’s a hint – they do).
And Butches, Femmes get massive harassment that we often don’t (I don’t identify as Butch, but I get “read as Butch”
enough that I think I can include myself here, although I am sure some True Butch Gender believers will say “oh she’s not
really Butch.” What the fuck ever.) Let’s look at street harassment, for example. I have “Femme” friends who get assgrabbed, breast-grabbed, asked if they are “working.” This is rooted in, again, misogyny. It’s different than the kind of street
harassment I get (I get called “dyke.”)
Is that their “Femme Privilege” for “catering to the Male gaze”?
Is that “their fault”?
Does it matter how we get street harassed? Is one more important than the other?
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Do you realize that you sound like Trans activists?
Until we see each other as Women, all impacted as Women by the Big Ball of Crap We Call Gender (remember, gender? a
tool, an intentional strategy to ensure Women know their role as breeder and whore?), you are engaging in meaningless
exercises of who is Teh Most Oppressedests.
Butch as identity politics! Just like Transgender activists.
Just stop.
There is no “natural state” of Womanhood in Western culture. We are all fucked in the head by our culture. Every last one
of us.
If we can understand that, and then turn our gaze to “the reason” for why we are all fucked in the head (HELLO GENDER.
HELLO PATRIARCHY), maybe that it a place to start.
Oh, and try some compassion. Meet Women where they are at, not where you think they should be.
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1.
Woman on the edge of Tyne Says:
January 31, 2013 at 8:58 am
Hi – thanks for this. I agree with much of this – especially that there’s no natural state of womanhood in western
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culture, and that we are all fucked in the head by our culture.
I think that both the concept that “butches” (or women who are less conforming to patriachical standards of
beauty/more visibly lesbian if you will) are oppressed by “femmes” (or women who follow patriachical standards of
beauty / are less identifiable as lesbians) or that “femmes” are oppressed by “butches” (and if you haven’t heard that
one, you have had the good sense to avoid the “radical queer” scene) is rubbish. However i do think that there are
differences in the way misogyny aimed at us manifests itself depending on how easily-identified we are as lesbian /
how far we follow patriarchal beauty standards – and i think this is worth talking about. But basically all women face
patriarchal oppression to the same extent – its just slightly-different flavours of shit sandwich.
Also, i like your wisteria.
Reply

bugbrennan Says:
January 31, 2013 at 9:30 am
“i do think that there are differences in the way misogyny aimed at us manifests itself depending on how easilyidentified we are as lesbian / how far we follow patriarchal beauty standards” – I agree. Misogyny plays out in
different ways (so I get called a fucking dyke, where as my ladyfriends get called a fucking whore, for example,
on the street). If we as Women (of any stripe) could see that treatment as the Misogyny it is and name the
perpetrator of said agent, that would be a victory. What seems to be happening in some spaces is some Women
are (instead) “blaming the other woman” for the oppression/maltreatment/shit sandwich visited on them BY
MEN. It’s misdirected.
And thank you, I also love my wisteria, and I am actually a huge lover of flowering shrubby nature.
Reply

2.
lizacowan Says:
January 31, 2013 at 9:11 am
Thank you a million times. I think you are right that butch and femme are gender concepts and as such they need to be
parsed, looked at, observed, taken apart, historicized, examined, and etc.
On a personal note, I’ve been an out Lesbo for about 45 years, and have never understood the appeal or concept of
butch and femme. I know women who are both, and are happy that way, but I don’t understand how or why they are
drawn to it. I am told that it has to do with desire. I still don’t understand that and I believe it’s still culturally
constructed. And a limiting description of desire.
I’ve zigagged happily back and forth between buzzcuts and no makeup and “men’s” clothing, to waist length hair,
dresses and makeup, with regular stops at buzzcut and makeup, to long hair and “men’s” clothing. All of this…except
the hair…can change on a daily or even hourly basis. None of these choices ever constituted an identity, just a way to
play with clothing and style. Why on earth would anyone want to be just one way all their life? It seems so boring and
limiting to me.
I’d be so happy if someone could actually define and describe what butch and femme are, why they thing they have to
be one or the other, and why it is not an enactment of the ridiculously limiting paradigm of Patriarchy. Seriously, I”m
clueless.
Reply

bugbrennan Says:
January 31, 2013 at 9:33 am
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Much like “transgender” there is no way of describing Butch or Femme that doesn’t somehow relate to cultural
notions of gender. It’s relative, it’s limiting. A Facebook friend who (I hope) will comment here said that butch
for her means “gender nonconforming.” Which, again, define butch as “the other” in relation to …. gender
conforming. But this then supports the ideas that there is a gender that conforms with “your sex.” I’d rather just
say “all your genders are bunk.”
Reply

Parker Wolf Says:
January 31, 2013 at 12:45 pm
I can tell you what butch and femme are not: clothes, hair, and makeup; and that is the single biggest
misconception of what and who we are that the rest of the lesbian community has perpetuated for decades. The
second of which would be that one of us is the man and the other is the woman.
It’s too bad we all cant stop putting each other down instead of focusing on what we should be focusing on:
misogyny and the patriarchy.
—–
For Cathy:
“Hey, Butches, did it ever occur to you that when you are discriminated against, it’s because you are ”visibly
lesbian” based on cultural stereotypes of what a “Woman” (i.e., heterosexual Woman) is supposed to look
like?”
Of course. Not all of us think like Dirt and Bev Jo. I dont play the Oppression Olympics – we all get fucked
with in one form or another.
“Did it ever occur to you that gender non-conforming straight Women have similar issues?”
Yes. Having spent almost half my life in rural IL, I saw this first hand.
—–
This was an interesting read, but it’s always really hard for me to take someone seriously when they lump entire
groups of people together and then slam that group by talking down to them like they are children. You may, as
you say, appear butch to some, but you said yourself that you dont claim the ID, so to speak for butches when
you arent one … well, that makes me take you even less seriously.
But I’m sure the non-butches and non-femmes will love this blog post though – it’s awesome when you’re
oppressed and you have someone you feel is even lower than you to shit on, huh (Liz)? /sarcasm
Side note: since I cannot convey this in the written form, I am not pissed, offended, or even upset. I hear this
kind of shit from the lesbian community – supposedly my community – all the time, so it’s nothing new. I know
who I am and no amount of “fucking dyke” or “you just wanna be a man” comments from both the lesbian and
straight communities, as well as the “you should just transition” comments headed my way from the trans
community arent going to change who I am or how I feel about myself.
But I hate to break it to you, Cathy – if all of your info about butches (and femmes) is coming from batshit
insane people like Dirt, you are missing out on a bigger picture.
Cheers,
~ Parker
Reply
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bugbrennan Says:
January 31, 2013 at 12:59 pm
My “info” comes from being a lesbian for 20Plus years and being perceived as butch.
Also, this isn’t personal.

bugbrennan Says:
February 1, 2013 at 7:41 am
“I can tell you what butch and femme are not: clothes, hair, and makeup; and that is the single biggest
misconception of what and who we are that the rest of the lesbian community has perpetuated for
decades. The second of which would be that one of us is the man and the other is the woman.”
Yes, Parker. So tell us, what is “Butch.”

MainelyButch Says:
March 18, 2013 at 7:12 pm
Oh so WELL said!!!

MainelyButch Says:
March 18, 2013 at 6:21 pm
Wow.. Ya know I am not sure if I have to reread this article several times to understand all of the technicalities
or what…but there are some of us that do walk the same walk – of Butch or Femme – all of our lives, and we do
NOT find it limiting in anyway. If you don’t get it then you don’t get it…but I’m a bit surprised.
Reply

3.
Anonymous Says:
January 31, 2013 at 9:13 am
Thank you. This clearly states / explains what I have been trying to put into words for people who question some of
my political leanings.
Reply

bugbrennan Says:
January 31, 2013 at 9:33 am
Thanks, and thanks for stopping by.
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Reply

4.
Scout Says:
January 31, 2013 at 9:51 am
Not sure where this idea of butch comes from but I would have to disagree. The communities I have been in defined
butch as gender non-conforming period. Alll that other baggage was not at all part of it. And those of us that thought
of ourselves as butch are still WOMEN, not a pseudo male nor a “man-like” woman. More like a woman that existed
outside the gender norm and was herself in spite of the “accepted norm. Nor was butch inexplicably connected to
femme. In other words, you can just be butch, you don’t have to date femmes.
Reply

bugbrennan Says:
January 31, 2013 at 11:48 am
I’d like to edit that sentence to “you could just be.” What does “butch” mean outside an understanding of
gender?
Reply

bugbrennan Says:
January 31, 2013 at 3:02 pm
Also, I want to move where you live Scout!!
Reply

5.
dyksfunctional Says:
January 31, 2013 at 10:05 am
I know it’s NOT going to be a HUGE surprise to anyone who is or have been involved/participated in B/F
communities/socials/feminist groups…. that M2tg’s AND F2tg’s have been part of the community for a couple of
REAL decades. What started off “politely” in these gatherings of M2tg and F2tg participation was honestly out of
PITY. No one ever really came out and said such a thing, because it would have been “rude”. The FEW lesbians who
DID TRY to discuss this were immediately silenced by the ” B/F tone police” to KNOCK IT OFF w/threats of being
completely shunned, barred and banished from your own “community”.
Then what I honestly witnessed happening was a who’s who of who can out “butch” a butch. Anything remotely
FEMALE… was an insult. Butch women were not even being recognized as women or lesbians. They were just
BUTCH – w/descriptors always about “energy”. Femme competition was taken to a greater HEIGHT w/”High
Femme” and women took great pride in that they would NEVER disrespect a BUTCH by sexually touching them in a
“feminine manner” and who ALSO no longer referred to themselves as lesbians.
Yea. Pretty fucked up right?
Leslie Feinburgs book… “Stone Butch Blues” became a B/F fucking BIBLE. The book is a piece of shit crap AND
single handily CREATED a sexual pride in women NOT being sexually touched. Stone Butch refers to NEVER being
sexually touched. This book actually LEGITIMIZED lesbian sexual dysfunction.
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Great post… complicated and very emotional subject. But when lesbians are afraid of their own sex AND sexuality…
then it IS actually lesbophobia.
Reply

Marie-France Lesage Says:
January 31, 2013 at 1:08 pm
That was my understanding of what you might call Early Butch (i.e. late 1950′s/early 1960′s Butch) — they
were not to be touched sexually by the Femme (or anyone.) The Butch would be in charge of getting the Femme
off (provide her with an orgasm or seven) but she was not allowed to touch the Butch sexually because for a
Butch to orgasm in the presence of a Femme was to show weakness/vulnerability and to somehow give up
Butch power.
Butch dignity and Butch power in that era was wrapped up in behaving as much like a stereotypical Marlboro
Man as possible: not smiling, not laughing, being hyper-vigilant about “dignity” to the point of being
scary/grim, looking down on anything remotely feminine as frivolous and highly irritating, having the same
attitude towards “woman things” as the most macho, misogynist males around. It was not “femmy things do not
appeal to me, personally”; it was “femmy women are dumb, irritating creatures and so far beneath me in the
social hierarchy that I can hardly stand to be in the same room with them.”
Then they’d hook up with a Femme and treat her like crap in the exact same way that their fathers and brothers
treated their wives like crap — maybe worse. It was a near-replication of the most sexist male-female
relationships, up to and including (in some cases) physical battering if the Femme dared to “mouth off” or “get
out of line.”
My first read of the whole situation was that it was daft and forty years later, it still seems daft. Why in the
world would any lesbian want to act like Stanley Kowalski in “Streetcar”? He was a repulsive brute. Where’s
the draw in wanting to either be him or be with him?
In my twenties I briefly had a relationship with one of these women and she was the most sexually
dysfunctional person I’ve ever met.
The Butch persona has of course evolved quite a bit over the past forty years, but I am still leery of any woman
who replicates the Kowalski/Marlboro Man machismo. I may not know what a natural woman is, untainted by
Patriarchal brain-fuckery — but I know it’s not THAT.
Reply

Preciocilla Says:
March 18, 2013 at 10:22 pm
Can you clarify: Are you suggesting that all butches behaved like this or just a portion? Is it fair or even
accurate to generalize like this?
Kindly, I haven’t had the best experiences with FTMs at B-F events (unwanted sexual
advances/inappropriate comments). However, it would be wildly inaccurate for me to say that all FTMs
are….anything.

6.
techmom Says:
January 31, 2013 at 11:34 am
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Fuck gender. I hate trying to fit in anyone’s boxes. I reject the box, I am outside the box. I am just me, and I know at
different times I fit others’ definitions of butch and femme, sometimes in really odd ways. Including how I see myself.
So confusing.
I don’t like feeling I’m in drag (a gender costume) and am not attracted to women who are extreme in their gender
conformance/nonconformance. Gender is a performance. Can we try not to be trained monkeys please?
We don’t know what a natural woman is – and variety is spicy so I’ll assume that even without patriarchy screwing us
up there will be a wide variety in how women and lesbians express themselves through dress, expression, actions.
Plenty of fun to be had.
Reply

Anonymous Says:
March 18, 2013 at 10:25 pm
Don’t like labels? Don’t use one. Leave the rest of us alone.
Reply

7.
Duckie Says:
January 31, 2013 at 12:12 pm
It’s a relief to see someone within the community address this. I’ve seen the butch-femme dynamic for what it is since
before I ever came out myself, but within the community, I’ve been ridiculed for saying that I reject it as a way of
FEB MAR MAY
http://bugbrennan.com/2013/01/31/hate-to-break-it-to-you-but-butch-and-femme-is-also-gender
Go
perpetuating gender roles.
I’ve been told it’s not even possible to exist outside the B/F dichotomy.
I have more
feminine-looking
features and have to wear a small amount of natural-looking makeup to cover up severe dark
22circles
5 captures
2012 2013
2014
I’ve had since22childhood,
Mar 13 - 5 Jun 13
and this is apparently proof that I’m just a “femme” refusing to accept my natural
inferiority
to butches, who, in this worldview, are the only real lesbians. Seriously, I get the same patronizing chuckle I’d get
from a man who thinks “women are cute when they’re mad.” I’ve known butches who were actually rather explicit in
identifying themselves as masculine and expected some kind of lesbian equivalent of male privilege, and then denied
that this whole B/F dynamic is an expression of traditional gender roles. It’s pure insanity and willful ignorance. I
reject traditional sex roles in the larger society. Why would I take them on all over again in a women-only context
where I should automatically be free of them? Anyway, THANK YOU.
Reply

bugbrennan Says:
January 31, 2013 at 2:57 pm
Thanks for stopping by. Again, I am not intending to demonize butches here. I am interested in a specific
conversation in our community that SOME “Butch” Women engage in, in which “Femmes” are beaten over the
head as “collaborators,” somehow. It is that specific form of Sadistic Feminism I am talking about here.
I understand that this is a touchy subject and that some commenters and readers will take it the wrong way (hai
Parker). That’s ok with me.
Reply

8.
womenofthepatriarchy Says:
January 31, 2013 at 2:33 pm
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Once again,brennan, you blow me away.
It wasn’t a couple of weeks ago when I heard the phrase “femme privilege.” My eyes almost rolled out of my head.
Women are not privileged on the basis of gender. Not as women, not as trans or non-trans, not as ‘femme’ or ‘butch.’
Feminine traits are hated, looked at as excessive, inferior, or stupid. Women in masculine roles are viewed better in
work in management than women with more feminine styles of leadership. Yet any woman seen as /too/ masculine is
deemed too aggressive, too rough, and inappropriate. Femme women receive hatred for appealing to male gaze. Butch
women receive hatred for failing to.
Thank you for drawing the comparison between these gender labels and transgender labels. I didn’t make the
connection.
Reply

bugbrennan Says:
January 31, 2013 at 2:52 pm
Thanks, that’s kind. This has been a conversation that’s been bubbling around for a while. The point of this post
is not to hate on “butch” or “femme.” It’s to get “butch” and “femme” to stop hating on each other AND to
enable us to examine cultural practices that are influenced by patriarchy. Some Women seem to think they are
EXEMPT from patriarchy and live in a pure Butch essence bubble AND that “Femmes,” whoever they are,
somehow harm them. That’s the point here. There are far smarter women who can write better than I can on this
topic.
But I will give you Leonard Cohen:

Sorry, the Wayback Machine does not have this video archived.

Reply

Soph Says:
January 31, 2013 at 4:02 pm
womenofthepatriarchy, there’s actually been research that demonstrated people view women who wear makeup as more competent than women who do not wear make-up.
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/13/fashion/makeup-makes-women-appear-more-competent-study.html?_r=0
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I know there’s more to femininity than make-up, but this study would suggest that perhaps masculine-appearing
women are not more respected in business than feminine-appearing women.
Reply

womenofthepatriarchy Says:
January 31, 2013 at 6:40 pm
Soph, I’m not talking about feminine/masculine appearance. I’m talking about feminine/masculine traits,
such as in leadership. “Feminine” styles of leadership are seen as less effective than “masculine” styles,
but women who perform “masculine” styles are often viewed negatively, anyway. It’s called the double
bind dilemma. Femininity is associated with incompetence, but while a woman in a masculine (in
literature also known as instrumental) role may be viewed as more competent, she’s also perceived as
aggressive and inappropriate. They are seen as competent, but they’re not liked.
http://www.deloitte.com/view/en_AU/au/services/consulting/humancapital/DiversityandInclusion/ae67eacd7d840310VgnVCM3000001c56f00aRCRD.htm

9.
bugbrennan Says:
January 31, 2013 at 2:57 pm
I will also give you this too

Sorry, the Wayback Machine does not have this video archived.

Reply

10.
bugbrennan Says:
January 31, 2013 at 2:58 pm
Also, man readers, I am spamming your comments on this post, no one cares what you think about this topic. Cheers.
Reply
https://web.archive.org/web/20130322015554/http://bugbrennan.com/2013/01/31/hate-to-break-it-to-you-but-butch-and-femme-is-also-gender
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Brynn Says:
February 1, 2013 at 1:34 pm
Cheers indeed.
Reply

11.
bugbrennan Says:
January 31, 2013 at 3:57 pm
Allecto at Liberation Collective has also blogged about this! Check it out:
http://liberationcollective.wordpress.com/2013/01/28/gender-by-any-name-always-stinks/
Reply

12.
Anonymous4 Says:
January 31, 2013 at 4:03 pm
I’ve been thinking about this issue for awhile now, glad to see it’s getting some traction. It’s fascinating to see how
the B/F community navigates the whole gender identity, and more specifically transgender, narrative. Many talk about
being butch or femme as an innate feeling or inborn quality of their soul… An innate feeling that just so happens to
get expressed via the very same tools used on and by the heteropatriarchal power structure to mark one sex class as
distinct and lower than the other.
Guess who else says and does that?
And then they will get extremely defensive andy tell you that it’s different because it’s getting performed for and
between women and…and…and you just don’t understand because you’re not butch/femme!! The whole discussion
gets very choosey-choice fast.
this whole discussion was probably hashed out back in the 70s, but I’d like to see more critical analysis of what B/F
gender performance IS and what it means for females to subscribe, body and soul, to this type of sex-class marking. If
this type of infighting is going on, and i don’t doubt that it is, how can it possibly be reconciled among women who
are so invested in this kind of deeply personal power dynamics? I don’t think it can.
Reply

bugbrennan Says:
January 31, 2013 at 4:09 pm
I think it is something we need to be able to discuss without personalizing it. I have been told in this very thread
“I need more education” – as if being PERCEIVED as butch my whole life isn’t ENOUGH. Yes, it sounds very
similar to the “trans narrative.”
I agree with Scout about wanting to just be, and I appreciate my butch sisters who are trying to “just be.’ my
*specific* issue with with Certain Lesbians banging people not perceived as “Butch” or “Butch” enough over
the head as being man-loving collaborators. It is that form of sadistic feminism I think needs to go.
Each and everyone of us makes compromises under this system. Hell, I have shaved my legs. I’ve plucked my
https://web.archive.org/web/20130322015554/http://bugbrennan.com/2013/01/31/hate-to-break-it-to-you-but-butch-and-femme-is-also-gender
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eyebrows. I’ve been a complete masochist at times. Many women struggle with this stuff. Our society is a
wreck for women. Let’s turn this anger that way.
Reply

13.
hearthrising Says:
January 31, 2013 at 6:09 pm
As a woman who has gotten called “femme” a lot while wearing jeans and T-shirt with no make-up, I appreciate that
this is being talked about again. To me it does feel like name calling when someone gives me that label. I could never
pass off a butch presentation so I’ve never tried to do it, even though I’ve sometimes thought it would give me more
status in certain marginal communities. I don’t think of myself as either butch or femme. What I hate about the whole
butch/femme thing is that it seems like there’s a man involved in this discussion somewhere. I don’t think women
should be exalted or put down for how attractive they are to men.
Reply

bugbrennan Says:
January 31, 2013 at 8:10 pm
No, and I think we also critique “female” or “feminine” beauty practices, and have an obligation to. Same Big
Ball of Crap.
Reply

14.
WordWoman Says:
January 31, 2013 at 6:50 pm
The censorship thing that has been going on lately has, for me, underscored the importance of ideas. I am grateful for
the women, like you, who are bravely articulating these ideas. If there are forbidden or off-limits ideas ideas that
remain at the fringes because they are too dangerous to examine, then we are are weakened in those areas. If, instead,
we can examine these “dangerous” ideas respectfully, sometimes agreeing to disagree, then the community of women
is strengthened. If we respect the process and value one another we can be stronger in our discussing these ideas. In
reading through some of the archived second wave materials there is disagreement and there are important points of
clarification that are much clearer in hindsight. But the dialogues/discussion are full of life and passion. Important.
I am attracted to the radical feminist viewpoint because I see it as a principled approach. No compromise when it
comes to clarifying patriarchy’s effects. Or what we see as those effects, rightly or wrongly. Clarification as the point.
In reading this, I thought about Dworkin’s work on right-wing women. She did not trash right-wing women as we see
being done today (and I myself have done). She added to our understanding of the condition of each of us as a woman.
Reply

bugbrennan Says:
January 31, 2013 at 8:06 pm
I would like to be able to discuss these things without hurting people’s feelings. I try to write in a way that
makes it not about individual people. Here, however, there are specific Women who are putting forth a specific
point of view/idea that I take deep issue with – this is not to say they don’t have other ideas I might like. Just
https://web.archive.org/web/20130322015554/http://bugbrennan.com/2013/01/31/hate-to-break-it-to-you-but-butch-and-femme-is-also-gender
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not this one.
We need to be able to discuss ideas, not people. And I don’t want a feminism that pits one woman (or subclass
of women) against another. The Butches are more oppressed than Femmes, and the Femmes oppress Butches
idea, is the kind of pitting I think does nothing to advance the conversation.
This is similar to the issue I had with the “born this way” lesbian convo from last summer. I am all for political
lesbianism for similar reasons as to why I reject butch/femme – they are all “identities.” I don’t think there’s
innate sexuality anymore than I think there’s innate gender. http://bugbrennan.com/2012/09/06/when-i-growup-i-want-to-be-a-lesbian/
Sex/Woman/Female – this is real.
Reply

WordWoman Says:
February 1, 2013 at 2:00 am
Yes, I agree about discussing ideas and not people, but it helps sometimes to identify the people who put
forward the ideas. I still see it as ideas, no ad hominem attacks, for instance.
Thanks for the link. I remember reading that post when you first put it up and was moved by it. Your
comments about trusting women to figure things out for themselves, especially. The “born this way” idea
is particularly difficult as far as I’m concerned and I associate it with gays not lesbians. I won’t comment
more here so as not to derail the responses to this post.
I did enjoy reading it again and through different eyes now. I can see how it fits with this post. Much food
for thought.

bugbrennan Says:
February 1, 2013 at 7:19 am
I agree it is helpful to locate the source of the idea, which is (often) a person.

Preciocilla Says:
March 18, 2013 at 10:44 pm
Cathy,
I’m a femme; I’ve spent my life in the B-F dynamic. I’m a secure, empowered dyke: your questions don’t
threaten me. Personally, I find you to be thoughtful, well-written and direct (I appreciate your lack of
codependency!).
If someone is hurt by your inquiry, they should look within. Don’t be silenced by folks who need
assertiveness training and therapy.
In solidarity,
Preciocilla
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15.
WordWoman Says:
January 31, 2013 at 7:10 pm
A bit more. Your post made me think about myself growing up. Up to a certain age I did not identify as anything but
myself. This is how I felt inside. I did notice boys being given advantages and resented it, I did some of the genderrole things expected of me and not others. But in existential terms, I did not identify with gender. I felt like a “me,”
like a “being” and not like a “girl.”
At some point (puberty) I was expected to identify with gender. I didn’t like this (still don’t). Not because I was
rejecting my biological sex. And also not because I was happy accepting the cultures imposition on me of gender
rules. When it comes to checking the answer to that question, I always felt like “none of the above.” I’m NOT saying
that I escaped this imposition of gender by the culture. I can see the many, many ways I have been shaped both by
uncritically accepting and also critically rejecting those roles. It also became clear that it was at core, a survival issue.
In fact, I’d rather not engage with gender at all. But the ubiquitous nature of gender/patriarchy does not give a “none
of the above” option if I am to survive. I’m not writing this because it is my personal story, but with the thought that
the personal is political.
Because these roles are life and death matters, living in a system governed by the rules of these roles, is it any wonder
that we have conflicts over them?
Reply

bugbrennan Says:
January 31, 2013 at 8:03 pm
Makes sense to me. Good thoughts.
Reply

16.
bugbrennan Says:
January 31, 2013 at 8:04 pm
Siouxsie dances like a butch
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Sorry, the Wayback Machine does not have this video archived.

No, I just want everyone to watch this because there is a cat shadow in it.
Reply

17.
pendre Says:
February 1, 2013 at 6:43 am
You are much too hard on dirt. She writes ‘femme is not an identity’. She writes about the trauma and fear that makes
butches ‘stone’. She writes defending and glorifiying ALL women. Many of her posts are very emotional and do not
provide much context and caveats, and are easy to misread. Sound familiar?
Reply

bugbrennan Says:
February 1, 2013 at 7:19 am
Is it “hard on Dirt” to mention her once in this post?
Please stop telling me I’ve been “hard on” any one individual Woman. I’ve discussed her ideas.
No, it does not sound familiar. Should it?
Reply

18.
bugbrennan Says:
February 1, 2013 at 10:51 am
More on this topic! http://gendertrender.wordpress.com/2013/02/01/response-to-butch-lesbian-bashing-and-erasurein-the-radfem-community/
Reply
https://web.archive.org/web/20130322015554/http://bugbrennan.com/2013/01/31/hate-to-break-it-to-you-but-butch-and-femme-is-also-gender
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19.
bugbrennan Says:
February 1, 2013 at 10:57 am
Slightly off topic, but related to “woman hatred” https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=312694165509205&set=a.232007870244502.44574.100003058722942&type=3&theater and
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=312694168842538&set=a.232007870244502.44574.100003058722942&type=3&theater
Reply

20.
bugbrennan Says:
February 1, 2013 at 1:17 pm
Another great post: http://anntagonist.wordpress.com/2013/02/01/its-not-butch-oppression-its-lesbophobia/
Reply

21.
bugbrennan Says:
February 1, 2013 at 9:17 pm

Saving page now...
http://www.youtube.com/embed/X9IW0FpHvN4?

version=3&rel=1&fs=1&showsearch=0&showinfo=1&iv_load_policy=1&wmode=transpar
As it appears live October 23, 2014 2:08:42 PM UTC

Reply

22.
bugbrennan Says:
February 2, 2013 at 9:49 am
”
We were the lesbians having bottles thrown at us while you were deciding how to let your parents know you liked
sticking your mouth into vagina.” – Gallus Mag
This kind of language against another woman is not defensible. This is sexually abusive language.
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https://www.facebook.com/bugbrennan/posts/4950035421804?comment_id=5141586&notif_t=like
Reply

Nicole Says:
February 2, 2013 at 12:18 pm
*snort*
No it’s not.
Reply

bugbrennan Says:
February 2, 2013 at 12:19 pm
Yes, it is.

23.
bugbrennan Says:
February 4, 2013 at 7:43 am
The comments at Gallus’ post, which I have not and will not read, appear to be the exact thing I discuss in this post. If
you practice sadistic feminism, you probably would enjoy that.
Reply

24.
loveangellove Says:
February 4, 2013 at 10:30 pm
I’ve been reading as many posts as I can on this topic, because I have an instinctive “gut reaction” against the notion
that butch lesbians are “performing gender”. After many re-reads, I can see where both sides are coming from, and it
leads me to wonder: what can we females do, in a world where masculinity and femininity are polarised, if simply
refusing to perform gender means that we are continuing to perpetuate it? I mentioned on another post, it seems like a
“damned if you do, damned if you don’t” scenario. And it deeply concerns me :/
Reply

bugbrennan Says:
February 5, 2013 at 7:34 am
I suggested something “to do” at the end of this very post.
Reply
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loveangellove Says:
February 5, 2013 at 10:10 am
Does this mean that we are pretty much stuck in a performance of gender until gender is abolished, do
you think? Masculine or feminine?

loveangellove Says:
February 5, 2013 at 10:12 am
What I mean to say is, are we without the option to refuse to perform femininity because the result is a
performance of masculinity?

bugbrennan Says:
February 5, 2013 at 10:21 am
No, I think you should live your life, but be thoughtful and aware with it. And stop telling women they
are dick sucking co-conspirators if they wear make up.

bugbrennan Says:
February 5, 2013 at 10:21 am
http://bugbrennan.com/2012/10/16/there-is-no-opt-in-you-cannot-opt-out/

25.
Jo Moreau BFQ (@SissyButch) Says:
February 11, 2013 at 6:25 pm
Your ignorance of butch and femme is astounding. As for Stone Butch – you actually believe that Feinbergs decades
old account is the last word on stone sexuality?
Reply

bugbrennan Says:
February 11, 2013 at 7:18 pm
Oh, is there innate butch gender? Do tell. Please specifically point out my astounding ignorance.
Reply

26.
Anonymous Says:
February 23, 2013 at 1:55 pm
Bev Jo
Some Butches in these photos, for those who say Butches don’t exist…
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Timeline Photos
Happy Saint-Valentine Day to all the women in the world who are proudly out, speak out for their rights and refuse
silence and invisibility
By: Equipe Les Dégommeuses
February 19 at 11:56pm
Seen by 84
6 people like this.
Betrix Mars I’m confused why would someone say butches don’t exist?
Wednesday at 11:27pm · 1
Bev Jo I know. It was in Allecto’s comments here and at her blog. Just pure Butch-hating, trying to wipe us out.
Gallus Mag’s response was excellent:
http://gendertrender.wordpress.com/
Response to Butch Lesbian Bashing and Erasure in the “RadFem Community”
February 1, 2013
GenderTrender
gendertrender.wordpress.com
(by GallusMag)

Thursday at 2:51am · 2
Kati Karati Nobody said butches don’t exist. Jeez.
Thursday at 2:58am · 2
Bev Jo Well, “jeez:”
“I find this definition of ‘butch’ problematic for many reasons. Firstly, there is no such thing as a woman (or man)
who has never engaged in behaviours considered feminine. Under this definition, no woman on earth is ‘butch’, as no
woman can exist without engaging in behaviours falsely categorised as feminine.”
Thursday at 3:02am
Lesley Smith And Gallus response was just an inaccurate personal attack, rather than an analysis. Gallus is intelligent,
she is capable of much better than that.
Thursday at 3:02am · 1
Kati Karati Bev there is a difference between critiquing a category of (self)- definition, and saying that actual human
beings don’t exist. They’re not the same.
Thursday at 3:03am · Edited
Bev Jo She completely misrepresented and distorted what a Butch is, and then said we don’t exist by her bizarre
Butch-hating definition. It’s the same technique that many male groups have used against Lesbians.
Thursday at 3:06am · 1
Bev Jo “Also this idea of butch only seems to exist within American rad fem circles. I haven’t seen any evidence of
women in Australia or the UK participating in this weird butch crap.”
There are Butches in every culture in the world. How dare she try to define us out of existence?
Thursday at 3:07am · 2
Kati Karati LOL. Nobody can define anyone else out of existence. It is the *concept* of butch as being the masculine
part of a lesbian couple, which she critiqued.We’re all women! Why the need to categorize women into “masculine”
women and “feminine” women?! Isn#t that what the patriarchy is doing? Didn’t we want to stop thinking in those
categories?
Thursday at 3:10am · 3
Bev Jo And, I cannot believe the nerve of Lesley to comment in any way about Gallus Mag, considering how she
wrote at GenderTrender, in her alias in defense of that disgusting man who exposed himself to girls:
https://web.archive.org/web/20130322015554/http://bugbrennan.com/2013/01/31/hate-to-break-it-to-you-but-butch-and-femme-is-also-gender
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(Celine Moritz, with high-heeled logo, is the same IP address as Lesley Smith, as is another posting where she
pretended to have a “transgender child.”)
Celine Moritz Says:
“Colleen has the right, both legally and morally, to use the same facilities as any other woman. Your hate and bigotry
can never erase that simple fact.”
This is who she is defending:
Colleen Francis is a 45 year old man who retired from the US Army after 20 years as a supply sergeant. Married three
times, he has three adult children and two daughters aged 7 and 5. His cross-sex hormones are provided by VA
Medical, as well as a cocktail of psychiatric meds, lithium and antabuse prescribed for a troubling history that he
details at length on a blog at the “Transgender Lesbian Space”of the puddygirl dating site for women. He says he is
known as “Fae Raven” (not to be confused with the UK fetish model of the same name) in the “BDSM Community”
and describes himself as:
“I am polyamorous, bisexual (I very much favor women though, and my therapist calls me a lesbian…makes me
smile) and kinky.”
GenderTrender
(Olympia WA School Officials: State Gender Identity provision overrides Title IX Equality for Girls Swim Teams
October 7, 2012)
Thursday at 3:11am · 3
Kati Karati Bev: there are women who *you* would *call* butches all over the world. yes. But what she’s saying is,
the *concept* of “butch” might not be used all over the world (as being a “masculine” woman).
Thursday at 3:11am · 1
Lesley Smith She is not talking about women looking butch. She is talking about the identity of butch. And in the UK,
I know lots of women who look butch, but they don’t identify as butch. That IME is rare in the UK – or it is at least
where I live
Thursday at 3:11am · 1
Bev Jo Gallus’ response to Allecto was brilliant.
Thursday at 3:12am · 2
Kati Karati Bev, this is ridiculous. Please stop it.
Thursday at 3:12am · 1
Kati Karati Ok, think what you want Bev. But in my opinion you didn’t *understand* Allecto’s post at all. So your
criticism doesn’t hold.
Thursday at 3:13am · 1
Bev Jo Are you serious? It is ridiculous, what Lesley did to Gallus and all of us, on behalf of that man, just a few
months ago?
Thursday at 3:13am
Kati Karati No, your behaviour right now is whats ridiculous. Don’t put words in my mouth.
Thursday at 3:14am
Bev Jo No, you do not get it and you do not care. Butches are not “masculine.” Butches are the women who refuse to
obey male rules of male-identified femininity.
Thursday at 3:14am · 4
Bev Jo My disagreeeing with you is not “ridiculous.” WTF???
Thursday at 3:15am · 2
Kati Karati I know that. And guess what, a lot of women do just that, without calling themselves “butch”.
Thursday at 3:15am · 2
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Kati Karati You are not just disagreeing. it is the *manner* in which you act as soon as you disagree with someone
which I object to.
Thursday at 3:16am
Kati Karati As well as the fact that you either lack in reading comprehension skills or you willfully misunderstand
what other women are saying. I can’t decide which one it is though.
Thursday at 3:17am
Bev Jo You are lecturing me about manners when you try to ridicule to dominate?
Thursday at 3:17am
Kati Karati No.
Thursday at 3:17am
Bev Jo It sure looks like that. You start with the putdowns and go from there.
Thursday at 3:18am
Kati Karati I think you are talking about yourself now.
Thursday at 3:20am
Bev Jo Just read it back, as everyone else here can see, from “jeez,” to “lol,” to “this is ridiculous.”
Our work on Butch existence and oppression has been available for over twenty years, and you respond with the same
style of arguing that is classic Butch-hatred.
Thursday at 3:21am · 2
Kati Karati No, you are misunderstanding *or* willfully misrepresenting what I said. Please go back and read my
comments again.
Thursday at 3:22am
Bev Jo http://bevjoradicallesbian.wordpress.com/2011/08/09/
SUPPORTING BUTCHES SUPPORTS ALLLESBIANS\
http://bevjoradicallesbian.wordpress.com/2012/04/11/
22YearsLater2012ButchUpdate
http://bevjoradicallesbian.wordpress.com/2011/07/27/
The Big Sell-Out: Lesbian Femininity by Linda Strega
Posts from August 9, 2011 on Bev Jo — Radical Lesbian Feminist writing
bevjoradicallesbian.wordpress.com
1 post published by Bev Jo on August 9, 2011

Thursday at 3:22am · 3
Bev Jo Your comments are the typical way that those who can’t argue the issues try to put down those they are
disagreeing with. And it’s classist. The rest of your comments are typical of the Butch-hating that is in Allecto’s
oppressive post.
Thursday at 3:26am · 2
Bev Jo Meanwhile, Lesley chimes in, putting down Gallus in her patronizing style and nothing is said about what she
did, only a few months ago.
Thursday at 3:26am
Kati Karati I disagree. It’s not classist to see that obviously you lack in reading comprehension.
Thursday at 3:27am
Kati Karati We all heard about Lesley. And whatever happened then is not the issue here. Stop derailing.
Thursday at 3:27am
Bev Jo She posted. I answered. It is certainly relevant.
Thursday at 3:28am · 2
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Kati Karati No.
Thursday at 3:28am
Bev Jo And yes, to say I am not understanding what is such a shallow and hateful post is incredibly classist.
Thursday at 3:29am · 4
Bev Jo But yes. It is all here. You can’t argue without classist insults.
Thursday at 3:32am · Edited · 2
Kati Karati No, it is stating the *obvious* fact. Because you are accusing Allecto of something which she is *not*
doing. I read her post. But I wonder if you actually have.
Thursday at 3:30am
Bev Jo Read what we wrote and then respond. This is the issue where all the Lesbian-hatred comes out.
Thursday at 3:30am · 1
Bev Jo Of course she is doing what Gallus said. She went even further with her Butch-hatred here. I have seen that
level of oppressiveness many times before. And she would not even allow disagreement at her blog.
Thursday at 3:32am
Kati Karati Bev I’m going to let you go on arguing with yourself now. I do not hate lesbians for critiquing your
interpretation of the concept of “butch”, in the same way that I’m not transphobic for critiquing trans’s concept of
gender.
Thursday at 3:32am
Bev Jo You derailed my thread here, and now everyone can see how patronizing and classist you are. Hatred of
Butches is Lesbian-hatred by extension, and has nothing to do with the transcult, which I’ve been fighting for over
forty years.
Thursday at 3:34am
Kati Karati I think everyone can see how you react whenever someone disagrees with you here. Which is a good
thing, because it happens again and again and again. The accusations of lesbophobia, of classism, all to shut women
up.
Thursday at 3:36am
Bev Jo Butches are the Lesbians who have said no to male rule in the deepest possible ways. Allecto’s post is full of
lies about Butches. She may deny we exist and say we are a US phenomenon, but anyone who cares to look will see
Butches in every culture, including in the photos above.
Thursday at 3:36am · 3
Kati Karati I was making an *analogy*.
Thursday at 3:37am
Kati Karati See right there, she *never* said “you don’t exist”. The fact that you keep saying she did is a very strong
indication that you *did not understand her post*.
Thursday at 3:37am
Bev Jo You didn’t just disagree. You tried every typical patronizing classist trick to silence me instead of arguing the
issue. You try to dominate and bully. It’s right here.
Thursday at 3:38am
Bev Jo “Under this definition, no woman on earth is ‘butch.’”
Thursday at 3:39am
Bev Jo Anyone who wants to know why so many of us object to Allecto’s post can read the chapter from our book,
and our updates, which I linked to above. I also recommend reading Gallus’ reponse to Allecto’s post, and many of
our comments there.
Thursday at 3:42am · 1
Alles Gut ” I disagree. It’s not classist to see that obviously you lack in reading comprehension.” If this statment is not
classist,it is certainly condicending and patronising!!
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Thursday at 3:59am · 4
Kati Karati Alles, I know it might sound like it. But if you read the post by Allecto and then the representation that
Bev gives of it you realize its actually true.
Thursday at 4:02am
Bev Jo Thank you, Alles. That is what classism is all about. If you can’t disagree on the issue, try to ridicule and
humiliate until the other women gives up, and ideally drive her out of our movement.
Thursday at 4:03am · 1
Bev Jo If you read what Allecto wrote and what Linda Strega and Ruston and I wrote over 23 years ago, then you can
see how incredibly oppressive Allecto is.
Thursday at 4:04am
Bev Jo We answered her every bizarre stereotype and insult to Butches almost a quarter of a century ago.
Thursday at 4:07am · 1
Megan Mackin I’m not quite sure what to do with this — yes, it is a clear derail of Bev’s thread! I’m inclined to delete
Kati’s and Lesley’s comments as at least derails. This part I will address:
Condescending, not appropriate:
“Nobody said butches don’t exist. Jeez.”
Yes, this is exactly what is being said as we within feminism debate the existence or *non-existence* of Butch
oppression.
Condescending AND wrong:
“LOL. Nobody can define anyone else out of existence.”
And this is exactly what is happening when feminists insist that Butches are really “masculine” and are therefore
promoting gender ….
Condescending, and … moderating by a non-moderator:
“Bev, this is ridiculous. Please stop it.”
Very classist, and weirdly elitist:
“I disagree. It’s not classist to see that obviously you lack in reading comprehension.”
So … I will consult with other mods, but at this point I am appalled by the lack of awareness involved in defining
someone else’s oppression — and then insisting it doesn’t exist, or that it doesn’t exist in country x, etc.
Thursday at 3:26pm · 4
Grace Turby I can’t believe how many times this disagreement is brought up.
The OP, in my opinion was just as much a call for argument as the posts Megan mentions.
I read both sides of the conflict and I see no reason to continually bring it up.
Thursday at 3:49pm via mobile · 4
Megan Mackin I was just asked in PM if disagreements were disallowed. Hardly: respectful disagreement is fine; be
careful that you are not wallowing in entitlement — that you are not demanding to define someone else’s oppression;
be even more careful that you don’t expect others (like me) to jump to your aid when your attempt to silence an
oppressed woman (a woman over whom you wield privilege, even if you don’t see it) who is talking about her
oppression on a thread she started.
This is the framing I see as fitting, here.
Thursday at 3:51pm · 2
Megan Mackin Grace, just possibly you see no reason to bring it up because it’s not your oppression that is being
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silenced, being said to not exist? I don’t understand why it’s such a big deal to have a post you don’t agree with, and
just leave it. Radical feminism is a big space, and we each can learn from the other. But not if women who are moremarginalized are attacked whenever they bring up their oppression!
Thursday at 3:58pm · 3
Grace Turby Perhaps you are correct Megan.
Thursday at 4:00pm via mobile · 3
Amazon Amore Kati Karati–Yes you can define someone out of existence and it’s been done with lesbians in the gbt
‘community’. We exist in the title name only, no where else.
Butch women are women who refused, often from an early age, the requirements of femininity and went on to live
their lives as openly and as freely as they wished. We do not then go on to choose masculinity because butch isn’t
about the gender binary. It is about rejecting the binary, not embracing it.
When Allecto defines us as gender-based then she is resorting to the ideas and tactics of genderists who do seek to redefine us according to their terms and erase us as we are and as we define ourselves. What she has written is nothing
new nor is it in anyway based on radical feminism. More than anything else she, like the transgenderists, are deeply
steeped into and representative of the conservatively gendered concepts.
To paraphrase the pro-choice activists–
Keep your ideas off of our bodies!!
Thursday at 5:09pm · Edited · 6
Kanis Mudge Megan and Bev you are making great sense, as usual. I agree with you. Of course identifying as Butch
does not mean you act masculine or manly at all. And of course identifying as Butch does not mean you engage of
hierarchical role playing or are imitating heterosexual models. Thank you for posting.
Thursday at 6:52pm · 4
Bev Jo Instead of a rare discussion based on the photos about who is Butch and who isn’t, and what does it mean, this
was completely derailed. I named names, only when asked, but that post will continue to do harm to Butches and all
women really. Pressure on Butches to hide or disappear affects all women, and benefits patriarchy.
But we still could have that discussion…
Thursday at 9:43pm · 2
Betrix Mars Bev Jo “Butches are not “masculine.” Butches are the women who refuse to obey male rules of maleidentified femininity.”
I think by that definition I could be considered butch and I’m not even gay?
Maybe she just meant it is not good to define yourself based on patriarchal values? Feminine> not feminine? That
nothing is inherently feminine or masculine. People just choose to call things feminine or masculine when really it is
all just personality, short hair can be worn by men or women and kids can play with whatever toys they like regardless
of gender? A kitchen play-set is not inherently feminine but many people choose to assign it as such because of
patriarchy??
Thursday at 9:59pm · 2
Joy-Mari Cloete Some of those women look South African. And the names also suggest they are
Thursday at 10:21pm via mobile · 2
Bev Jo No, Betrix, Butches are distinct from the many women who look less “feminine.” There are many signs which
are very clear. I compiled a list of Butch friends and acquaintances from fb, which I could send you if you pm me with
your email.
Have you read what Linda Strega, Ruston, and I have written? Being Butch is saying no to patriarchal values.
Whether or not someone is aware of a Lesbian being Butch, just like those not conscious of class, will still treat the
Butch or class-oppressed woman as other, less than, inferior, etc. as was revealed further up the thread.
It is way more than personality, hair length, toys, etc. We do explain in detail in our book and articles.
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Thursday at 11:09pm · 2
Betrix Mars It says it will go to your other folder.
23 hours ago
Bev Jo I don’t understand what that means. We should be able to send private messages on fb. I’ll try now…
23 hours ago
Kanis Mudge i have had that happen, too. fb wants to charge $1 to send messages to someone’s regular inbox, while a
free message will go to their “spam” folder. whatever that means. it only happened to me once, not with most times i
try to fb message someone. it happened to me last week — i was trying to message someone i know in real life.
23 hours ago · 2
Bev Jo That is outrageous. I’ve never seen that. But I prefer stay in touch by email since it’s safer.
22 hours ago · 2
Bev Jo I sent you a message with my email, Betrix. Did you get it?
22 hours ago · 1
Bev Jo Thanks for letting us know, Kanis!
22 hours ago · 2
Betrix Mars I got it. I had to take my kids to cheer awards and games day.
14 hours ago
Joy-Mari Cloete “Keep your ideas off our bodies!” is something pedophiles might say. And rapists. And BDSM
enthusiasts.
14 hours ago via mobile · Edited · 1
Bev Jo It’s also something feminists say to men who legislate control of women’s bodies. Joy, you are directing that
to Amazon’s comment? Isn’t that extremely insulting and out of line since she is definitely not any of those horrible
kinds of men?
10 hours ago · 2
Joy-Mari Cloete I’m trying to show ”We need new arguments, Bev. We need to fine-tune them.
10 hours ago via mobile
Bev Jo But about what? We could go into detail about this topic if it’s not derailed. It looks like a direct attack on
Amazon…
10 hours ago · 1
Ajna Starheart Do we ‘need new arguments’ because the old ones don’t work? Or because you don’t agree with them?
Or they make you uncomfortable? I think that part of the manifestation of our ‘internalised Patriarchy’ shows itself in
our discomfort with Life-supporting, Feminist sentiments and expressions.
6 hours ago · 1
Joy-Mari Cloete The old ones are the same as the arguments gun and BDSM enthusiasts use to defend their doings.
And then we trash their arguments because we tell them the individual needs to consider the impact of their actions.
And that they need to use a radical analysis.
6 hours ago via mobile · 3
Ajna Starheart Can a ‘Butch’ lesbian have long hair? Or would that automatically place the lesbian in question into
the category of ‘Fem’ ?
5 hours ago
Jackie Mearns I’m not sure if we need “new arguments” – we need to demonstate how *they* have *appropriated*
ours and mis-applied them. I think it is vitally important that we demonstrate what is *actually* going on, rather than
going up our arses trying to counter theirs with “new” arguments and terms. They are *our* arguments, *our* terms,
*our* sisters who gave their lives over to our liberation. I’m not giving them up like last year’s fashion. Radical
feminism *means* something. I truly don’t think we should fall into the pomo trap of re-defining words and meanings
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or thinking that everything has to be re-invented. I’m also dubious as to the motivation to push for that.
5 hours ago via mobile · 3
Lesley Smith Nobody is saying we should give up lesbians who identify as butch. My partner looks butch, but does
not identify as butch. As one self identified radical feminist butch lesbian said to my partner on meeting her, you are a
big old butch like me. This is not about saying those women don’t exist or criticising them. It is about analysing the
idea of a butch identity.
5 hours ago · Edited · 1
Lesley Smith My personal experience is that it is extremely rare for women who look butch in the UK to claim a
butch identity. Yes there are lesbians everywhere who look butch. But is the idea of a butch identity more a US thing?
5 hours ago
Ajna Starheart There’s a big difference in ‘looking butch’ and ‘being butch’ I should think. I’ve known women who
looked butch ( short hair, dressed in ‘men’s clothes’, drove big ‘masculine’ cars, even with a bit of a ‘swagger’ ) but
were definitely heterosexual and in relationships with men. So it’s much more than just appearances is it not? That
woman who looked ‘butch’ had privilage over many of the butch lesbians I’ve known who certainly didn’t.
5 hours ago · Edited
Lesley Smith Many of my lesbian friends look butch, but don’t self identify as butch. It is not how women dress or
behave we are discussing, it is the idea of self identifying. Why identify as butch? What are the implications? Are
there differences between different cultures and countries on whether women identify as butch or not, and if so why?
5 hours ago · 2
Ginny Brown I read Allecto’s article as more of a critique on butch/femme dualism/hierarchy and various ideas
relating to that (and *potential* problems), rather than an assertion that any woman who identifies as ‘butch’ is
automatically regressive.
But I certainly welcome more teasing out of the nuances relating to all this and wouldn’t feel that an analysis that
ended where her article did is all we need.
5 hours ago · 1
Amazon Amore That ‘dualism/hierarchy’ perspective comes from male/female patriarchal dom/sub thinking. It is not
one that exists for us.
Joy-Mari Cloete–You’re clearly uncomfortable with this discussion and you’re resorting to underhanded and untrue
attacks on me and others because of it. Don’t try to push us out by trying to align your actions with radical feminism
because you don’t know the first thing about it.
15 minutes ago
Joy-Mari Cloete Attacks? No, not an attack. Yes, I do have lots to learn about radfem, Amazon. I’ll be the first to say
that.
But I don’t attack; I question. I also try to point out inconsistencies. In my own thinking, as well as in others’.
11 minutes ago via mobile
Megan Mackin Joy-Mari, I was just going to thank you for taking your criticisms to a different thread — that *was* a
good idea. Sometimes your questions are derails (I would say that here, this thread, is an example) and sometimes
they sound really abruptly argumentative. You do always make me think, and ponder my arguments, and I appreciate
that.
8 minutes ago · Edited · 1
Megan Mackin Lesley wrote: ” It is about analysing the idea of a butch identity.”
Talk here is really dangerous, though. Why do you have the right to do this analysis — you OR me? Would you be as
cavalier about dissecting “African identity”? (No, answer is no.) Or “Native American identity” or “Indigenous
Canadian identity”???
4 minutes ago
Megan Mackin What I am not hearing at all from dissenters is respect for those who really are claiming Butch
oppression, and that respect carrying into the discussion itself.
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3 minutes ago
Joy-Mari Cloete I would be OK to critique those identities, Megan. The only reason white people might feel
uncomfortable to do so, is because of their history of oppressing black people.
about a minute ago via mobile
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